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(ABSTRACT) 

As multimedia systems and digital libraries increase in popularity, it becomes increas

ingly important to develop systems able to store and retrieve multiple formats of data~ 

provide an intuitive, usable interfa.ce and allow concurrent execution of multiple sessions. 

This project concentrates on the issues of database management - data loading and re

trieval of data - for the Envision System. A version of the database manager supporting 

approximately 100.000 records is implemented. 
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1.1 Digital Libraries 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Interest in a digital library of the future has grown in part because of three basic facts. 

The first is the hUlllan need for information~ especially information that is tilllely and rele

vant. The second is the accumulation of information frolll research groups, pu blishers, as

sociations~ professional organizations, and academic institutions. Third, with the advances 

in technology in networking. human-computer interaction, information access, hypermedia. 

and llluitimedia, it has become possible to provide easy, efficient and fast access to gigabytes 

of information. 

A digital library utilizes these recent technologies to reduce barriers to the creation, 

dissemination, lllanipula.tion, storage and reuse of information by individuals and groups. 

It not only provides its users with the traditional capability of searching for a book, or 

journal or pu blicatioll of interest. but also gives a browsing capability to walk through the 

information space to find things that are of interest. A digital library attempts to break 

barriers of informa.tion that are available in different media forms. Hence, inforrnation in 

audio, graphic or video forms should be stored and represented as easily as information in 

text forms. A digital library simplifies activities of librarians through autolllatic indexing. 

Conventiona.l ca.talogillg systems assign only a few keywords for each ca.talog entry: a digital 

Ii brary Stl pports long user queries. naturallauguage search capabilities~ ranked retrieva.L and 

user ability to assign weights to quer~' terms [GAA94]. 

Project Envision. a research effort at Virginia Tech 1 aims at building a prototype digital 

librar~' for computer scientists. Envision. "a. user centered database from the COlllputer 

1 
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science literature", takes its ideas from user-centered design, multimedia databases and 

infonnatioll retripval [BCF93] [FHH91J [Fox92J. 

1.2 Project Envision 

A goal of Project Envision is to solve some of the important research problems relating 

to digital libraries, especially those relating to information storage and retrieval. human

conlputer interactioll 1 and electronic publishing [GAA94] [BCF93J. Accordingly, it follows 

a set of principles which should lw the basis for future digital libraries - representing 

document components as objects. providing links among objects, organizing the link hier

archy. user-centered development and advanced ranked retrieval techniques [FFI\91] [Rao93] 

[FHN93]. 
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The Envision systenl is a multithreaded client-server system \vhere multiple clients can 

search or browse the database consisting of a large collection of text~ audio. video and 

graphic infonnation. Figure 1.1 shows the top level architecture of the Envision system. A 

simple COllllllunkation protocol is used for communication between a, client and the Envision 

server [Hea94]. 

The Envision client has been developed considering rnany needs of the user community. 

Potential users Ubradans, computer scientists and students - were interviewed and the 

user interface was iteratively refined to achieve innovative query formulation and search 

result screens. The query window can be applied in multiple ways to search for an item 

of interest to the user. It also displays a list of authors in the database. so that users 

can bro\vse and select from it. The result window presents the result set in the form of 

bubbles. The result window includes several features: the documents are shown to users 

in 2-D plot form with the X-'Y axes labeled by variables such as author name~ relevance or 

year; users can mark documents to be relevant or irrelevant: users can save the query and 

corresponding result set and reuse it at some later time. [FHN93]. 

Figure 1.2 shows the developer's view of the Envision systenl. The shaded part in the 

figure represents the doculllent database functions and is the focus of this report. The 

server consists of an Envision intennediary to manage control flow in the server. a search 

system to search for a query and a document database to store the documents. The En

vision search system builds upon earlier work on .M ultiple Access Retrieval of Information 

with Al\notatiollS (IvlARIAN), developed by the Virginia Tech Computing Center and De

partment of Computer Science [FFS93], CODER, an advanced information retrieval system 

based on artificial intelligence and expert system techniques [FFK91] and the Large Ex

ternal Network Database (LEND) system [Che92J. :MARIAN forms the search engine for 

Envision. It is a distributed concurrent search system consisting of a variety of searchers 

cOlllrllunicating with each other. The document database stores the documents in Stan

dard Generalized ~vlarkup Language (SGlvIL) format. The client surrogates communicate 

with the client to obtain the query and retunl the result set. The E11\'i5ioll intermediary 
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(within the server) manages the client surrogates. The current version of the server runs 

on a NeXTstep systenl; however plans are underway to port the system to a DEC Alpha in 

the future. 

A communication protocoL that works with the Envision Query Result Language (EQRL), 

IS used by both the client and the server. Those modules interpret the queries and result 

sets [Hea94J. The conunullicatioll protocol is synchronous in nature ill that, after issuing 

a query, the client waits for a result set from the server. However. users can abandon the 

search at any time. 

Envision supports access to a large collection of computing literature by a rich repre

sentation of the contents of that literature. In the near future, Envision wiH have hypertext 
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links connecting interesting document features to related points of interest in the database. 

Documents are stored in a lnanner intended to maximize and silnplify reuse of their con

tents. SGNIL provides the standard framework for the descriptjve markup required to 

achieve such goals. The content elements of articles may be thought of as nodes in a large 

information graph, connected by structural, referential. and senlantic links. The Hyper

Text Ivlarkup Language (HT::-vIL), a subset. of SG NIL. provides a standard for doculuent 

presentation [Go190] [Her90] [LC093J. 

Once a user identifies one or more relevant documents, the user may view the document 

with Mosaic. Users can thus use Mosaic to view the full-text of the docuillent. or present a 

video 1 or look at a graphic inlage. Nlosak serves the dual functionality of being a docunlent 

viewer for Envision and a hypermedia tool over the Internet [LC093] [Lee93]. Plans are 

underway to provide connectivity to the Envision database. The objects such as authors, 

institutes and conferences would be linked and hyperlillks supported by rdosaic then \vould 

be used to filLd more interesting things stored in the database. 

1.3 Scope of the Project 

This project focuses 011 the development of the database 1110dule in the Envision server. 

Its fUIlctions are briefly identified as follows: 

The database manager performs the functions of analysis. storage and retrieval of SGl\lL 

records. Ea.ch document in Envision has a corresponding entry for it in SGl\lL. In response 

to a query. the server presents the user with a profile of the retrieved documents. If the 

user wants Inore infonnation about an item, the user is presented with a full version of the 

documellt. In particular. the database manager performs the following functions: 

• analysis of SGJ\IL records for indexing purposes, 

• loading the database into our versioll of l\lARIAN, 

• storing SG ~IL records \vith their length and address information. and 
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• retrieval of SG.ML records depending on their bibliographic identification number and 

packaging them in EQRL to be sent over the network to the client. 

1.4 Organization of Project Report 

This project report is organized as follows. Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to 

Project Envision and digital libraries. Chapter 2 outlines the development of Project En

vision. It describes the development of the clienL developing the DTDs for articles and 

bibliographies, and the Envision data. It also describes the reiatE'd work of porting the En

vision system to OSF Alpha, SG1rlL to HT1rIL translation and IvIARIAN searchers. Chapter 

3 describes the database manager in detail. Finally~ Chapter 4 concludes the project with 

some suggestions for future work. 



Chapter 2 

PROJECT ENVISION 

This chapter is divided into two sections. Section 2.1 reviews the input doculnents 

for this project. It describes the various data formats incorporated in Envision and the 

dOCU111ent type definitions for articles and bibliographies. Section 2.2 discusses the related 

work in the developlllent of the client and the server. In particular. it focuses 011 the 

Envision client interface. Envision search engine and the issues of providing connectivity to 

the database. 

2.1 Docul11ents 

This section describes the background work. particularl:' of the development of Docu

ment Type Definitions. It also describes the input Envisioll documents and the process of 

translating them to SG .ML. 

2.1.1 Envision Data 

It is essential to establish a standard for data storage. Envision stores all text data 

structured in SGlvIL. The source for Envision data may be a publisher, a department, an 

institutE or a profe8sional organization. A document obtained from such a source can 

typically be classified as either a journal articlE. an article in a book. an article in per'iodical, 

an article in pr'oct.edillg8, a book. a booklet. a chart. an editorial, a leiter, a manual, a Alaster"s 

thesis. a Ph.D. thesis. a review. a technical report. an artwork form or a general entry. The 

source of the article t~'picaHy classifies the document into OIle of the above classes. Also, 

a document can be either bibliographic information, a bibliog7'aphic entry 'with abstract. a 

-
I 
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full-text articlt or a multi-media dOCUlllent such as video. An automated technique is needed 

to translate aud store these documents in SGJvlL. 

For the initial version of Envision. we have Association of Computing IvIachillery (ACl\I) 

data ill text format. In this project, approximately 100,000 of these docurnents were loaded 

into the Envision server. The documents provided by ACivi can be categorized in two major 

classes: bibliographic entries (with or without abstracts) and articles. Articles are full-text 

articles containing front matter. an abstract and body. These bibliographic entries and 

articles represent information about articles, books, journals. conferences. proceedings and 

technical reports in human-computer interaction, computer graphics. compilers. information 

retrievaL operating systems and so on. A detailed list of document sets in the Envision 

database, their source, document size. and other statistics can be found in Appendix A. 

The AC11 documents in their raw form are not necessarily in SG11L. They are rather 

in formats such as refer, bibte;l:. or standard markup language (SAIL). An autonlated pro

cedure is thus needed to convert each ra\', format to SGJvlL [Go190]. For the full-text 

documents ill text format. a translator based on the article Document Type Definition 

(DTD) is used. Similarly~ for the bibliographies~ a bibliographic DTD is used for transla

tion [ASG86] [Br93A] [Br93B). However. the Envision database is not limited to SGI\1L 

data. Data in va.rious other formats such as TIFF. JPEG. AfPEG, PostScript. or Portablt 

Document Format will be added to the Envision database. Since PostScript is a page

description language defining font sizes and word spacing for words within a document. it 

is practically impossihle to translate a document in PostScript to a corresponding SG11L 

form. Similarly. it is infeasible to translate a video document to SG11L format. Thus, for 

all these types of documents. when a document is added to the database, a bibliographic (or 

full- text) entry (in SG !\'IL) corresponding to that document is also stored in the database 

\vith a pointer to the dOClunent in its original format. This description is used for indexing 

purposes and to present users with a profile of the document in the result set. However. if 

they find a document interesting. they can query for the whole document and the Envision 

s:vstem presents the original document using the most suitable document presentation tool. 
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Thus~ for example~ Envision might show a PostScript document in ghostview, run a A{PEG 

player for video. run Acrobat E:tclwnge for PDF docurnents, and rUll xc for TIFF images. 

2.1.2 DOCUlllent Type Definitions 

The Envision Project has developed a DTD that supports all types of Envision text 

documents, currentl~' articles and bibliographies. A DTD defines the context-free granullar 

for a doculuent in the form of rules. A rule is defined using the notation: 

Ills - rhs 

where Ihs (left hand side) is the name of the element being defined and rhs (right hand 

side) is the content 1110del. The symbol suggests a rule in a context-free granunar [Br93A] 

[AS1J86]. 

These rules define the document structure. They encapsulate the information specific 

to that document type such as: precedence levels, occurrence of tags within other tags, 

and type of the document. Some examples of valid document types are a journal article, 

an article in a book and a book. The DTD allows paragraphs to occur within sections, 

subsections or abstract only. A typical structure of a full-text article is as shown in Figure 2.1 

(Br93A]. Thus~ an article may consist of a bibliography Ovlybib). the front matter (FIvI), 

body and the back matter (B~I). Further. front matter can consist of the title of the article, 

author llame( s). date, and abstract. An abstract can contain one or more paragraphs. 

Shnilarly, the body of the article may have sections. Finally, the back matter consists of 

acknowledgements, zero or more bibliographies and appendices. 

Formatters are availahle \\'1Iic11 display the document based OIl the style sheet for the 

document format. Parsers are writtell \vhich validate the docmnent for the type of DTD 

and extract information stored bC'tween tags in a document. A detailed description of our 

DTD call be found in (Br9:lA] a.nd [llr9:IB]. For Envision. the DTD defines grammars that 

encompass the variety of formats in the sonrce documents. 

The source text documents (as described ill the previous section) in different fonnats 

such as bibte.l', and nJel' have to confirm with the Envision DTD; they are then translated 

9 
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Figure 2.1: Structural Definition of an Article 

10 
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to SG11L \vith tags inserted at the proper place [LlvIB92]. \Ve use the DTD to extract 

infol'lnation from the Envision source data. The data loading process is explained in detail 

in Chapter 3. 

2.2 System Developn1ent 

This section describes the work in this project as it relates to the developrnent of the 

Envision system. It, in particular, describes developillent of other parts of the system such 

as the Envision client, SG~1L-HTlvrL translation and developll1ent of ~vlARIAK as a search 

engine, as well as porting :MARIAN to a Digital Equipment Corporation OSF Alpha. 

2.2.1 Developing the Client Software 

It is extremely important to have a system that is not only functionaL but can also 

effectively communicate with the user. Hence. design and development of the Envision 

client has followed a user-centered paradigm [Shn92J [HHa93] [Be091]. Professionals in 

the areas of conlputer science and information retrieval were interviewed to identify user 

expectadons. Following is a short listing of some of the feat ures users want to see: 

• access to the information retrieval system from the workstation in their office, 

• ease of structuring queries. 

• llleaningful feedback for unsuccessful searches~ 

• an interface ea.sy to use so tha.t a novice can quickly become a power user [HHa93] 

[Shn92] , 

• access to multiple forms of information (abstract, brief description, full text) for each 

doC'u1l1ent, 

• ability to explore the literature for the information on objects (author, book, institute, 

organization) of interest. 

11 
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• pov.:erful filters to let users easily locate highly relevant items, and a 

• bruwsillg facility. 

Responding to in terviewees ~ concern that an information retrieval system rnust be ac

cessible from their offices, design of the client/was based on the preluise that the Envision 

user interface will run as a process on a user's desktop computer, communicating \\'ith the 

Envision retrieval system via a network. The interface design provides flexible use of varying 

configurations of monitors, both in size and resolution. The Envision interface specification 

calls for separate windows or groups of windows for each of the major pha.ses or types of 

interaction with the Envision system [FHN93J. These include [FHN93]: 

• Query \Yindov . .: (with four special query fields and a. query history). 

• Search Results \Vindows (Graphic View and Item Summary Land 

• Browsers. 

Query Window 

The Envision Query \Vindow gives users the benefits of natural language query formu

lation. Users call either form a lIe\\' query or access previously completed (old) queries and 

the results of the related searches provided [FH~93J. 

The Query \Vindow offers a user three ways to create new queries: 

• by entering document descriptors in four new query fields for authors, title words, 

words related to the content, a.nd words found ill other pa.rts of the document, 

• by editing earlier queries. and 

• by combining results of ])!'Pvionsly completed searches. using set operations. 

12 
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Search Results Window 

The Envision design attempts to use innovative graphical presentations of search results 

to users. It uses two windo\vs: the Graphic View VVindow and the Item Summary \Vindow 

to sho\\' search results. 

1. Graphic View Window: The central concept in the design of the Graphic View 

\Vindow is the idea of visualizing a document as a bubble or a group of documents as 

a cluster in the Envision database. Results of search are thus presented as a scatter 

plot of icons [Ra093]. Users can customize their configuration along the X and Y axes. 

By manipulating icons, users can perform a variety of functions such as [FHN93]: 

• vie\v basic bibliographic information in the Item Summary Window, 

• exalnine the abstract or full-text description of the document, 

• use the document represented as the basis for a feedback search, 

• print or save selected information pertaining to the item. 

2. ItelTI Summary Window: Textual summary information is displayed in the Item 

SUlllluary \Vindow. when an icon in the Graphic View \Vindow is selected [FHN93]. 

2.2.2 MARIAN Searchers 

Envision uses i\lARIAN as a search engine for efficient retrieval of data. 1-1ARIAK is 

an object-oriented multi-threaded information retrieval system developed by the Virginia 

Tech Conlputing Center and Department of Computer Science. This section gives a brief 

overview of the l\'1ARIAK objects, i\:IARIAN system architecture and the user interaction 

protocol (UIP). 

MARIAN Objects 

l\IAIUA~ adopts the techniques of morphology-based ma.tching, query expansion, au

thorit,v files. linkillg a.nd terminological aids. rvIARIAK identifies different classes of objects 
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such as a string component authority~ docu1lZfnt~ link and an inverted filE. Each of theIll is 

briefly explained below: 

1. String component: Strings include words found in the Collin~" English DictionaT'Y: 

there are also variations such as derivations of a word or irregular forms derived from 

the source. These are useful for lllorphological processing carried out during document 

and query indexing. 

2. Authority: The authority objects are obtained from keywords. terms and personal 

or corporate names. The authority objects can be related to one or more subjert 

categories. These objects are normalized and linked to corresponding doculllents, so 

that lllatches can be identified. 

3. Document: These are documents themselves, which are preserved in their entirety. 

4. Link: rvlARLAX models the document database as an information graph with nodes 

representing documents. author names or subjects and links between them to define 

the relationship. The link databases store information about doculllents and their 

links. 

5. Inverted file: . For efficient retrieval~ an inverted file is produced for each subject~ 

name and text field in the SGIvIL record. For example. in Envision an inverted file 

is produced for authors. titles, subjects and bodies of the document. An inverted 

file storeR ea.ch t.erm ill t.he database along with its term weight in the database, the 

llUIllber of occurrences of the term. and a list of documents in which the term occurs. 

Each term in the database is categorized into one of three subclasses: ONE for terms 

that occur in a siugle document, FE\V for terms that appear as a standard list of 

postings and 11AI\Y for terms that commonly appear in documents. In the case of 

a term that occurs just ONCE ill the database. the document number corresponding 

to the term is stored. If a t erlll occurs FE\V or lvlAN1" times then a pointer to 

14 
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the postillg list or the posting set of documents in which tlw term occurs is stored. 

respectively. 

Systelll Architect ure 

To provide increased parallelism, IvIARIAN adopts the concepts of distributE'd process

ing and concurrency [Cli93]. Parallelism is achieved by concurrent execution of thrE'ads 

which can be described as 10\v-cos1, efficient processes. The I'vIACH operating systenl pro

vides efficient interprocess communication alnong different I'v1ARIAN servers through Alach 

Interface Generator (I\,IIG) calls. Communication between clients and the I\tARIAN server 

follows the User Interaction Protocol (UIP) developed at Virginia Tech. UIP consists of 

two layers: The upper layer corresponds to user interface objects [Sah93). The lower layer 

is a synunetricaL renl0te procedure call protocol for transport of user interface objects be

tween the 11ARIAN server and its clients. UIP runs as an application layer protocol abo\re 

TCP lIP. The implementation of VIP is thread-safe to support concurrency in the MARIAN 

server [Bl\:L93] [TRG87]. 

A brief description of the different ~IARIAN servers involved in searching follows: 

1. VIP Handler: It is the interface between the user interface 11lanager and the rest of 

the system. It accepts UIP lnessages originated from user actions and tra.nslates them 

to rvIIG calls on the server module. Conversely~ it also maps calls for user interaction 

beginning within the server to user interface objects for the correct client [Sah93] 

[Cli93] (BI~L93]. 

2. Sessioll :\Ia.nager: It oversees activities \\-'ithill the system. It is responsible for graceful 

termination of iutenlal processing for a stopped session. It maintains session status. 

Other !\IARIAN modules report. their progress to the session manager [Fra92]. 

:1. Parsers: Va.rious pa.rsers such as the tc;J.:1 parser and an author parser tra.nslate the 

user '8 representa.tions of objects to s;v'stem representations. A user ~s representation is 
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usua.ll,v a sequence of characters, The system representation is rather a term vector 

or the number of occurreuces of a term or a combination of both [Fra92]. 

4. Searchers: Different searchers send the Combiner a retrieved set. and the result set 

size. The number of items returned is bOUlldE'd above by the number of items requested 

b~' the user. However. searchers continue the search until the probability of a nev.; 

document retrieved in response to the query changing tlw result set is less than .5 

As new documents are retrieved. updates are made to the result set (\vhich consists 

of up to thE' k best itel115. where k is the number of docmnents requested by the user). 

Finally the documents not in the result SE't arE' ignored [FFS93] . 

. 5. Combiner; The combiner controls the Searcher's, scheduling their performance of dif

ferent types of searches [Fra92]. 

2.2.3 Objects and Links in Envision 

Envision aims to provide a hyperspace for users to find things of interest. Users might, 

for exalllple. want to find more juformatioll about all author. an illstitute~ or they might 

want to look at an article that is quoted by tIle current article. It is therefore important 

to identify classes of objects lIsen, would be interested in and establish linkf' among objects 

[D+91] [BOS91]. The Envisioll database call thus bE' visualized as an infonnation graph 

with nodes with unidirectional or bidirectional links among them [AHe94J. 

Sillce the documents are represented using SGJ\IL~ it would be ideal to have an SGJvlL 

viewer. which \\.'ould display a formatted document based on the document type. Envision, 

however, uses Nlosaic to present documents with the HypE'rText rviarkup Language (HT:\-lL). 

HTrvIL is based OIl SG~IL but supports fewer tags than SG~v1L and is basically used as a 

presentation markup language. Documents are translated on tlw fly to HTJ\tIL when a user 

asks to view the document. 

IG 
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2.2.4 Porting to Alpha 

I made an attempt to port ivIARIAN to an Alpha. However. there are several problems 

which need to be addressed before a port to Alpha can be successful. 

1. The Alpha doesn't seem to support nameser'l'el' lookup upon which .MARIAN heavily 

relies to find its servers. 

2. Some kind of lllapping mechanislll IS needed to map the C thread library available on 

NeXT to the P threads library on an Digital Equipment Alpha. 

3. The availability of GDBI\l 011 Alpha or a compatible database has to be explored. 

4. A cOlllpatible GNU C++ compiler funning on Alpha with its libraries is needed. 

2.3 SUll1111ary 

This chapter described the Envision data sources, and background work for translating 

and storing documents using SGI\lL. subsequent to developing DTDs. It also described the 

development of client sofhvare for Envision~ briefly explaining the Query window ~ Result 

willdo\v and Item Summary \vindo\\'. It discussed the issues of storing the objects and 

links in the database so that inter-object connectivity can be provided. That would allow 

a user to follow hyperlinks to find items interesting to him in the database. Related to the 

development of the database manager are the issues of the I\IIARIAN search engine. The 

development of the :MARIAN system and the feasibility to port it to Alpha were described. 

The follo\ving chapter describes the development of the database manager module. It 

describes the data loading process. document storage and retrieval with the database man-

agel'. 

17 



Chapter 3 

DATABASE MANAGER 

This chapter gives an in-depth explanation of the Database lvlanager for Envision. The 

database manager forms a separate module in the Envision server that is called by the 

client surrogate as shown in Figure 1.:2. It is responsible for storage and retrieval of records. 

The current version of the database manager runs on NeXT machines. It relies upon the 

GNU Database lvlanager (GDBM) to manage underlying database operations. Functions 

performed by the database manager for bibliographies and articles are: 

1. analysis of SG NIL records for indexing purposes I 

:2. identifying authors, titles. subjects and the body of the record. 

3. loading the database into our version of :MARIAN to prepare inverted files and LINK 

and STRING databases~ 

4. storage of records with address and length information, and 

.S. retrieving a SGlvlL record, parsing the SGNfL and packaging using the EQRL format 

for either profilf or pr'eseni information. 

A brief overvie\v of the system architecture is given to explain the role of the database 

manager in the server. Data analysis and data loading processes are then described to 

facilitate understanding of inverted files, LINK and STRING databases. That is followed 

by an explanation of data retrieval and t.he packaging process. 

18 
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3.1 Systenl Architecture 

As Figure 1.2 shows~ the s.vstem COllsjsts of the server (the Envision intermediary, [vfAR

IAN search system and DocUlnent Database 1vlanager) and multiple clients connected to 

it through a communication protocol. Communication between the clients alld server and 

within the server is synchronous. The server listens to a well-known port for any connec

t]on requests from the client. G pan establishing a connection with the server. each client 

is given a set of resources and the client executes as a separate thread [BKL93J. Different 

threads corresponding to different clients execute concurrently su hmitting queries. perform

ing searches~ retdeving results from the database, or interacting with users. The clients and 

server communicate via the Envision Query Result Language (EQRL) [Hea94] [Fra94]. The 

protocol is synchronous and allows the client to su bnlit different types of commands such as 

StartSession, A8kQuery, RetrieveDocument and EndSession to which the server replies ap

propriate informa.tion such as Document identification nUmbf'f'- Document Title. A llthor( s) 

and Docwnent Formal and so 011 [Hea94]. The servers within the ivlARIAN searchers fol

low the User Intera.ctiol1 Protocol as described in Chapter 2 [FFS9:3]. Also. as described 

in Chapter 2~ the client soft\vare offers an X \Vindow based Ivlotif interface to facilitate 

sublnission of queries~ previewing result sets and viewing documents. 

A typical Envision session starts with the client submitting a StartSession query. The 

server acknO\vledges the connection request by sending a SlartSes8ionReplyand establishes 

the cOllnectioll. At t he same time. the server also assigns a set of resources for the client, 

alld spawlIs off a client surrogate for the corresponding client [Fra94] [BKL93]. 

Clients can ItOW perform queries using the Gmphir Query lVindow. Once the client 

su bmits a query. it s~'nchronously waits for tile result set. \Vhen the query arrives from the 

Envision Intennediar~' to the client surrogate, it is passed to :MARIAN searchers which parse 

the query. identify the key terms for searclles and search the database to obtain the result 

set containing similor documents. Searchers continue to perform their function until the 

documents ill the result set show similarity below a cert.ain threshold defined hy the system. 

19 
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'Yhen the bibliographic identification numbers corresponding to the retrieved documents 

arrive from .MARIA~ ~ the corresponding client surrogate is revived. which then calls the 

Docunlent Database .Manager (DD~I) for documents. For an explanation of ('ontrol flow 

within the Envision intermediarYl please refer to Chapter 4. The interaction within the 

DDlvI is not thread-safe since there are shared resources such as parsers and the database 

records. Concurrent execution of two threads could potentially result in a conflict over any 

of these resources. Hence~ access to the database has to be protected. Only one client 

surrogate can access the database at any given time and other client surrogates are queued 

by the system. As the documents are obtained from the DDlvI. the.v are packaged into EQRL 

and returned to the client. The DDNI then goes on to service the next client surrogate. 

Clients present the JJ1'ofile information in the Re8ult fVindotc. At this point, users can 

either make a new query or obtain more information about a document of interest [FHN93] 

[BCF93J. If they choose the latter option, a call is made to DD1\1 to obtain the selected 

dOCnl1lE'nt in its entiret:v. DDrvI as usual pulls out the document. Ho\vever. before packaging 

it in EQRL. the document is sent to the SG~lL-to-HTNIL translator which translates the 

doculnent all the fl:v to HTwlL. The translated document is packaged ill EQRL and sellt 

back to the client. which launches I\CSA rvIosaic with the corresponding document [Lee93] 

[LC093]. Note that the document can either be an article. a bibliographic entry, a video 

segment, or a page image. The documents are presented in the most suitable viewer for the 

document forlllat. 

Alternativel:L users can perform nev·: queries on the database and retrieve result sets. 

\Vhen the user finally decides to quit. he/she selects the Quit option from the File menu 

which sends an EndSf:ssiort (OmInaBeI to the server. The server replies to it by t.erminat.

ing the client surroga.te. releasing the resources corresponding to the client surrogate. and 

acknowledging b.\· replying with an EndS(ssio'llReply [Fra94J. 

This sectioll briefly explained the system architecture and the control flow within the 

server. It. helped motivate the importance of the DDlvf in the server. The next two sections 

explain t he data loading and retrieval processes. respectively. 
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3.2 Database Schenla 

Before queries can be serviced. data has to be loaded and index files prepared. This 

section explailLs the data loading process for Envision. Figure 3.1 shows the different phases 

in data loading. Loading is generally a separate time-consuming process and call be carried 

out independently of system development. In the current version. we have about 100.000 

SG NIL records loaded in Envision. 

This section explains the database schema, storing terms and links in the database. 

creatioll of databases. and inverted files and their relevance in the search or retrieval process 

[FFo9:2]. 

3.2.1 Root and Uncategorized String Database 

TheRe databases are at the heart of the data processing and retrieval routines. The root 

database contains a list of tuples consisting of terms from the Collins English Dictionai'Y 

and the term identifier lFordID in the database. The ullcategorized string database has 

a similar list of tuples for terms not defined ill the dictionary. The ullcategorized string 

database is updated with Il('W terms as they are found by the processing routines. Table 3.1 

and :3.2 pre~ent examples from the root and uncategorized string databases~ respectively. 

As each term is 'identified by the Analyzer in Phase I~ if it is an English word, the corre

sponciiug term identifier is obtained from the root database. Otherwise, the uncategorized 

string database is searched to determine if the term occurs. If it is not present in the UI1-

categorized string database, a new identifier is assigned to the term and the uncategorized 

string data base is updated [FFo92]. 

3.3 Processing Steps 

For each SG.l\lL record, llllks are formed from an author or a subject to the document. 

After all the I'Pcords in the database are loaded. link databases are created that. liuk all 

the authors and subjects in tht> dalaba~(' \vith the document identifiers in whicl; they occur. 
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PHASE I PHASE III 
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Figure a.l: Major Processing Steps in Data Loading 
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Table 3.1: Examples from the Root Database 

\VordID Term 

78298 user 

19737 algorithm 

47603 interfaces 

38915 fibre 

i 

Table 3.2: Examples from the lincategorized String Databases 

\VordID Term 
.. . .. 

...... ...... 

25.j027 Hartson 
..... . .... 
..... . ..... 

2G-115:3 Northway 
..... ..... 

263878 Ivlorarji 
•• \11 •• . ..... 

4707>62 Hix 
..... ,. ..... 

I 
... . ... 

" ..... . ....... 
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lVIARIAN searchers follow these links to identify relevant documents [FFS93]. 

We also identify and store strings such as the title or body for each dOCUllleUt. Text 

analysis routines identify the number of occurrences of each term in the document and 

number of docunlents the term occurs in the database to determine and assign weights to 

individual terms. The inverted files are then created with links from terms to the rele\"ant 

docunlents. All the databases are finally loaded with the GNlT Database 11anager. 

3.3.1 Phase I: Analysis of SGML Records 

As shown in Figure 3.1. the first step is to analyze the SGlv1L records. A typical SGML 

record is shown in Figure 3.2. However, records can be full-text articles~ or bibliographic 

entries with abstracts [Br93A] [Br93B]. The SGlVIL files are preprocessed to replace any 

SGlVIL entities with the corresponding ASCII characters before analysis. Hence. the entity 

&equals is replaced by and &di vide is replaced by /. Preprocessing is essential l as 

lVIARIA:\ loading rout ins can not handle the SGlvlL entities. The analysis process involves 

extracting the text between various SG 1v1L begin and end tags (a data entit,\') and catego

rizing it. The information content of the record is categorized as described belo\v into aIle 

of the four categories: A uthorl Title, Subject and Body as required for loading. 

As each SG IdL record is parsed, the Analyzer identifies the data entities to be loaded 

m the database. A data entjty is classified into one of the four categories based OIl the 

following defini tions: 

• An,\' author. eriito'T' or artist in the SG NIL record falls in the A uthor category. 

• The Tith category constitutes data entities title subtitle, in and series. 

• A Subject category is defined by CR Cattgory. keywords and terrns. 

• Anything else that doesn ~t fall in any of the above categories is identified as content 

of the Body. 
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<b.jrnart id:/lHartsonSiochiHix90"> 
<au> <fnm> H. </fnm> <mnm> Rex </mnm> <snm> Hartson </snm> </au> 
<au> <fnm> Antonio </fnm> <mnm> C. </mnm> <snm> Siochi </snm> </au> 
<au> <fnm> Deborah </fnm> <snm> Hix </snm> </au> 
<title> The UAN <subtitle> A User-Oriented Representation for 
Direct Manipulation Interface Designs </subtitle> </title> 
<series> Research Contributions </series> 
<in> ACM Transactions on Information Systems <lin> 
<date> <year> 1990 </year> </date> 
<volume> 8 </volume> <number> 3 </number> <pp> 181-203 </pp> 
<crt> (c) Copyright 1990 Association for Computing Machinery </crt> 
<keywords> 
<keyword> Software engineering </keyword> <keyword> Requirements </keyword> 
<keyword> specifications </keyword> <keyword> Languages </keyword> 
<keyword> Software </keyword> <keyword> engineering </keyword> 
<keyword> Tools and techniques </keyword> <keyword> User 
interfaces </keyword> <keyword> Software engineering </keyword> 
<keyword> Design </keyword> <keyword> Representation </keyword> 
<keyword> Design </keyword> <keyword> Human factors </keyword> 
<keyword> Languages </keyword> <keyword> Behavioral design </keyword> 
<keyword> Constructional design </keyword> <keyword> Human-computer 
interface </keyword> <keyword> Representation of interfaces </keyword> 
<keyword> Task analysis </keyword> <keyword> User interface </keyword> 
</keywords> 
<abstract> <p> Many existing interface representation techniques, 
especially those associated with UIMS, are constructional and focused 
on interface implementation, and therefore do not adequately support 
a user-centered focus. But it is in the behavioral domain of the user 
that interface designers and evaluators do their work. We are seeking 
to complement constructional methods by providing a tool-supported 
technique capable of specifying the behavioral aspects of an 
interactive system-the tasks and the actions a user performs to 
accomplish those tasks. In particular, this paper is a practical 
introduction to use of the User Action Notation (UAN) , a task and 
user-oriented notation for behavioral representation of asynchronous, 
direct manipulation interface designs. Interfaces are specified in 
UAN as a quasihierarchy of asynchronous tasks. At the lower levels, 
user actions areassociated with feedback and system state changes. 
The notation makes use of visually onomatopoeic symbols and is simple 
enough to read with little instruction. UAN is being used by growing 
numbers of interface developers and researchers. 
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In addition to its design role, current research is investigating 
how DAN can support production and maintenance of code and 
documentation. </p> </abstract> 
<lb. jrnart> 

Figure 3.2: A Sample SGlvlL Record in the Envision Data base 

One function of the Analyzer is to assign a bibliographic identification nunlber (bibid) 

to each document. Bibids are assigned in ascending order starting from 1. The Analyzer 

initializes a table for each of the four categories defined above [ASr86] [L1\1B92J. A table 

descriptor is returned for each of the categories. The Analyzer then calls loading routines 

with the bibid and the appropriate table descriptors to prepare LINK datahases. LINK files 

and STRING files. These are shown in Table 3.3, Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, respectively 

[FF092]. 

A LINK file is created for categories A uthor and Subject. A LINK file 111aintains links 

between a term and the corresponding SGwIL record. Hence, as shown in Table 3.4, the 

Recol'dlD represents the identifier for the SG.ML record and the lFol'dlD represents the 

identifier for a IeI'm (here author). The colullln LocationlnRecord is a cOlnbination of two 

subfieids categoryaud instance The Author category is represented by 200. Sinlilarly, the 

S'ubjEci, Titlt, and Body are represented by codes 100,300 and 400 respectively. The instance 

for Author is a. ( or r depending on author'name, editornmne or artistname in the SGNIL 

record. An e' identifies it to be an editor and r identifies an artist. The author database 

records the links between the IFordID. and actual Name as shown in Table 3.3. Terms 

in the SubJect category are similarly treated and Subject database and LINK files for the 

Subject are created. 

A STRING file is created for each of thE' categories Title and Body. These files are 

processed furtlwr to find the number of occurrences of terms and to assign weights to 

terms accordingly. As sho\\'lt in Table 3.5. a STRING file for the Title category has the 
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Table 3.3: Link Database for the Author Category 

\VordID Name 
... .... 
... . ... 

14946 Lenwood S. Heath 
... .... 
... . ... 

9819 H. R. Hartson 
... . .... 

8819 Deborah Hix 
... . ... 
... . ... 

14839 Edward A. Fox 
... . ... 

..... ........ 

Table 3.4: Link Processing for the Author Category (Author.link) 

RCCOI'dID vVordID LocationlnR ('cord: 
...... .... . ... 

11776 8819 200a 
........ .... . .... 

14.545 8819 200a 
.... .... . .. " 

16651 14839 200a 
16651 14944 200a 
16G51 1.,1945 200a 
166.11 14946 200a 

..... .... . ... 

.... ... ". . ... 
17721 9819 200a 
17721 16180 200e 
17721 8819 200a 

.. .. . .. 
..... .. " . . ... 
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Ta h1e 3.,j: String Processing for the Title Category (Title.string) 

RecordID TextString 
... ............ 

... .. ......... 
166.51 Order Preserving :Millimal Perfect Hash FUllctions and Information 

Retrieval 
... ........... 

17721 A User-Oriented Representation for Direct IvI ani pulatioll Interface 
Designs; The U AN 

... .......... I 

... . ......... 
8710.5 Algorithmic program debugging 

... ............ 

..... . ....................... 
108036 Abstraction mechanisnls in hypertext 

..... ...................... 

record identifier ReconlID and a corresponding Te:ttString. The STRING file for the Body 

is similarly created. Kote that if an SG1IL record has a title and subtitle, the STRING file 

would contaill subtitle concatenated to the title. 

The LINK and STRING files created in this step are used further to create indices as 

explained in the next section. 

Storing Address and Length Information 

Each SG rvIL file contains a number of SG ML bibliographic entries (also referred to as 

records). As each file containing SG~IL records is processed, the address of each record 

within the file and length of the record (in number of bytes) is stored. This helps in 

efficiently retrieving tIlE' record from the file. 

A master file maintains a list of tuples in ascending order. Each tuple is composed of 

two elements: the last record identifier (Last RecordlD) for a file and the address of the file 

(Location Pointf'r) containing those SGwIL records. A selection from the master index file 

for Ellvision is shown ill Table 3.6. Note that the tuples are maintained in ascending order 

of La~"t REcordID.,. 
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Table 3.6: :Master Index File (Nlaster .out) 

Last HecordID Location Pointer 
...... ... 
........ . .. 

1663.5 BIBS jhcibib jIR89.sgml. pre 
16663 BIBS jhci bib jIR90.sgml. pre 
16699 BIBS jhcibi b jIR91.sgml. pre 

..... ... 
17713 BIBS jhcibib jTOIS07 .sgml.pre 
17728 BIBS jhcibib jTOIS08.sgml. pre 

..... ... 

. " ... . .. 
430.).) BIBSjvadisc1ajvlsifa.sgml.pre 

...... .. . 

..... ... 
108093 CACNlj1'IAC.inj891vIay628SametvVoody.done.pre 

...... ... 

The difference between the Last Recol'dlDs on two adjacent lines gives the number of 

SGNIL records at the address pointed to by the latter Last RecordlD. In Table 3.6 the 

last record in file BIBSjhcibibjIR89.sgml.]Jrf has bibid 1663.5 and the last record in file 

BIBSjhcibibjlR90.sgml.prt has bibid 16663. This means that the llUlnber of SGIvIL records 

in file BIB5jhcibibjIR90.sgml.pr[ is 16663 - 1663.5 = 28. Similarly. since Last RecordlD for 

file BIBSjhcibibjlR91.sgml.pre is 1G699~ and the master file is ma.intained in ascending order 

of Last RecordlDs. number of records in file BIBSjhcibibjIR91.sgml.p1'c is 16699 - 16663 = 
36. 

For each file containing SG1\IL records. as shown in Table 3.7, a corresponding file 

containing address and length information is prepared. This table contains information 

about the RecordlD, its address within the file defined by the Byft Off;set and Length of the 

record. So. for the Table 3.7~ the SG1\lL record with Recol'dlD = 17720 would start at a 

b~,te offset 17014 within the file and the length of the record is 1999 bytes. Continuing, the 

next record would start at byte offset 17014 + 1999 = 19013. Its length is 266:3. 
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Table 3.7: Address and Length Information 

RecordID B~~te Offset Lellgtll (in bytes) 

17717 92.5:3 246.5 
17718 11718 3131 
17719 14849 2165 
17720 17014 1999 
17721 19013 2663 
17722 21676 290.5 

The Analyzer routines can be executed as follows: 

analyzer -b <bibid file> -f <address file> < <SGML file> > <parsed file> 

where <bibid file> is the file that stores the current bibid. <address file> is the file 

name for address and length informa.tion, <SGML file> is the input file containing SGML 

records, and <parsed file> is the output file generated by the Analyzer. 

3.3.2 Phase II: Occurrences of TernlS within the Database 

LINK and STRING files and LIN I\: databases created in the analysis step are used 

further to determine weights of individual terms in the database. Several factors such as 

the Bum bel' of occurrences of t h() tfnll within a document and the number of documents 

the term occurs in determill(, tllP weight 10 he given to the term [FFo92]. 

Tables ~L8 aud 3.9 show a sample of tite Occllrsinfluthor.dal and OccursintitlLdat files. 

During the crea.tion of these files. the databases for root andu1lcategoriztd strings are 

accessed. A class identifier is assigned to (lacIt of the two databases. Class 101 corresponds 

to the T'(JOt database and class 2 corresponds to the u11.catEgorized string database. The field 
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Table 3.8: Author Occurrences in Documents (OccursinA uthoLdat) 

FullTermID RecordID # Occur Offset .Siz(' I SubFieldTex1 

.. .. ... ... .. 
101:1707 27307 ONE <1.1> B. Vidal 

.. .. . .. ... ... 
2:470.562 8819 ONE <9.3> Hix 

.. .. ... ... ... 

.. .. . .. . .. . . 
2:2.5.5027 

! 
9819 ONE <8.7> H. Rex Hartsoll 

.. .. ... ... .. 
L:25.5027 I 56:304 ONE <7.7> H. R. Hartson 

.. .. ... . , . .. 
.... .... . .... . .... . . 

101:4997 4179.5 ONE <1.3> Don Fussell 
..... .... ..... ..... .. 
.... ..... . .... . ..... .. 

FullTermID defines a tuple consisting of the clas8 identifier and the term identifier. The 

corresponding rEcord identifier is defined ill the second field. Values in the third column 

can either be ONE. FEvV or 1vlA.\"f. A term is defined to occur FEvV times if its number 

of occurrences is greater than 1 and no greater than some upper limiL currently 20.000. A 

term occurring just once has aXE in the #Occur column. All other terms are defined to 

be NIANY. Offset and size define the offset of the first letter of the term within the field 

and size gives the number of bytes for the term [FFS93] (FF092]. 

Typicaliy~ the occursin routines aTe executed as follows: 

occurs_in -c < <database_name> > <database_name.occursin> 

\\"here option -(' signifies normal text. < Database..name > can be of any of the four 

categodes author. tith 1 subject. or body. 

After creating < databasE_lIamcocclITsin > file, it is sorted to obtain 

< sorteddatabasf_1wnlcocc11r::;in > files as follo\\'s: 

SORT.4 < <database_name.occursin> > <sorted database_name.occursin> 
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Table :3.9: Title Occurrences in Documents (OccursinTitle.dat) 

! FullTerrnID RecordID # Occur Offset ,Size SuhFieldText 

..... " ... . . ...... ... 

..... . .. .. ..... . .. 
101:78298 17721 ONE <2.4> user 

101:78298 17731 ONE <29.4> user 
.... ... .. . " ... ... 
...... ... . . . ... . .. 

101:19737 38409 ONE <3,9> algorithm 
..... ... .. ..... ... 

101:4760:1 1896 ONE <27,9> interface 
......... . .... .... .. ......... . .... 

3.3.3 Phase III: Inverted Files 

The final step is to create an inverted file with links to a document if the term occurs 

just O:\' CE in the database. or to a set of documents if the term occurs FE\r times in the 

database. The example inverted files are shown in Tables 3.10 a.nd 3.11. The FuliTerm/D 

defines the class of the term (such as a. root term or an uncategorized string) and the term 

identifier. The Occur Rate defines the rate of occurrence of the term in the database based 

OIl the # Occurrences. If # Occurrences is L the SrcRec/D jPlistPtr defines the bibid, 

otherwise it defmes the pointer to the posting list file. The IVeightjPlistLength defines 

either the term weight or the length of the posting list for the term, depending on the # 

OccurrcHces. As in the occur.'1in files. the tables are indexed by the FullTerm/D. The Occur 

Rate is 1 if the term occurs just ONCE ill the database and the next field then defines the 

Reco1YlID. However. if the term occurs FE\V times in the da.ta ba.se, the rate of occurrence 

of the it,.m is given and an address in the posting list file is given where the sequence of 

documents for that term can he found. The last column defines the wtight for the term in 

the data base [FFo92]. 

Inverted files are created as follows: 

invert -f <sorted database_name.occursin> -d <database_name.occursin> 
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Table 3.10: Inverted File for the Author Category (Author.in\-) 

I FullTermID Occur Rate # Occurrences SrcRecID /PlistPtr ! \Veight / Plist Length 

... ....... ... .. ... 

... ..... ... .. . .. 
2:25,502'1 0.903.536 2 45'1552 3 

... .... ... .. ... 

... . ..... ... .. . .. 
2:470·562 1 1 8819 0.9 

... .... ... .. ... 

... .... ... .. .. . 
101:542 0.939138 2 667368 2 

... . ... ... .. .. . 
101:81460 1 1 79108 D.9 

... . ... ... .. . .. 
.. .. .. .. ~ ....... ..... ..... ..... 

Table 3.11: Inverted File for the Title Category (Title.iny) 

FullTermID Occur Rate I # Occurrences SrcRecID /PlistPtr \tVeight /PlistLength 
.... .. .. 

I 
... . .. 

.... .. .. ... . .. 
j :2::31 ··lG-l 1 1 19243 0.65901 

..... .. .. ... . .. 
2:37588 1 1 .56155 0.774648 

.... .. .. . .. . .. 

.... .. .. ... ... 
101:78298 0.:3.50302 2 63.58328 1858 

.... .. .. . .. . .. 
••• 9 .. .. ... . .. 

101:197~17 0.2477:t) :2 1065680 6098 
...... .. .. . .. . .. 
...... ... ..... . .... . ... 
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-0 <database_name.inv> 

3.3.4 Phase IV: Loading with GNU Database Manager 

Finally, all the databases are loaded with the GNU database manager (GDBD.1). Source 

and sink files for author and .subject categories are prepared to point to and from the bibid 

to the tf:rmID. Thus from the terrltID. we can find the document in which the t(Tnt occurs. 

GDAI utilities are then used to access these links and retrieve the document identifiers. 

Data call be loaded incrementall.v as long as any of the previously loaded records are not 

nlodified or deleted. There is 110 limitation of number of documents that could be added 

incrementally. However. as described in Appendix B. the Analyzer should be able to update 

the existing databases for authors and subjects. If the Analyzer does not find the databases 

for authors and subjects in the current working directory. it would create new databases 

for authors and subjects. That is an undesirable situation since important indexing data 

is lost. Hence. Analyzer and author and subject databases should be ill the sam€' working 

directory. However. as there is no means to propogate any modification or deletion of data 

to the generation of indexes. loss or modification of data results in fatal errors and the only 

solution in such cases is to reload. 

3.4 Retrieval of Data 

This section exvlains the retrieval of records from the database. and packaging the 

records in EQHL to be sent back to the client. 

\Vllen a user submits a query to search for documents~ depending on the field being 

searched for. tite query parts are ha.ndled by their respective parsers. Author parsers 1 

for exalnple~ look up ill their own databa.se to determine the term identifier(s) for author 

name( s). The parser tllen searclles tliP LINI~ database to follow the links for different term 

identifier( 5) to obtain a list of relevant doculllents. For text parsers which handle titles, the 

query terms are first looked up ill the 1'001 and lmcategori::(r/ 8t7'ing databases to find their 
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respective term identifiers in the data base. The inverted files are then searched to access 

the pointers to the relevant documents. III casE'S of multiple search tenllS. l\L\RIAi' uses a 

weighted heuristic search to return thE' result set. 

As bibids are retrieved by the l'dARIAN-Envision BackElld. they are passed to the 

document database for retrieving the records. The retrieved SGI\lL records are stored as 

a temporary file in the server. This process is essentially the same irrespective of whether 

the client asked for the profile or the present information. 

A t.ypical retrieval process then would be to search in t1l(' master inde:r file for the SG:NIL 

file for the given bibliographic identification number (bibid). TheIL search the address and 

length table for the byte offset and length for that bibid. Once the byte offset and length 

for the record are known. an fseek call with appropriate parameters sets the file pointer at 

the desired location and pulls out. the required number of bytes. 

Thus~ for example~ if a user submits a query to ret.rieve documents for author name Hil.:' 

the search for corresponding documents is executed as follows: 

Root and uncatfgori::ed string databases are searched for term Hix. As shown in Ta

hIe 3.:2. the lFordID for Hi:r is -170.16:2. The class identifier for uncategorized strings is 2. 

Hence the Full TermID for Hi:r is :2 : 470·::'62. Now~ from Table ~tl0. we can see that the # of 

OCCUrreliC€S of Hix is just 1. Note from Table 3.8. the # of occurrences for Hartson is at least 

2. In that case, a pointer to the posting list file is obtained from Table 3.10 \vhich would 

point to the list of termIDs such as 9819 .. 56304 for Hartson. The SrcRecID for 2 : 470562 is 

8819. Hence. nO\v we luok in Table 3.4 for document identifiers (RecordIDs) corresponding 

to the tf"rmID 8819. \Ve find the matching RecordIDs 11776.14.54.5 and 17721. The DDI\,1 is 

then called \vith a list of RecordID.';. 

~ ow. for the Record ID 17721. \ve search in Table :3.(j for the ji/f name for the RecordID. 

It can be seen that RecordID 177:21 should occur in file BIBS/hcibib/TOIS08.8gml.pre as ex

plained earlier. The address and length information for the corresponding file is sho\vn in Ta

ble :3.7. HelKe. the disk pointer is positioned at address 19013 for file BIBS/hcibib/TOIS08.s 

gml.fJf'f and :2GG:J bytes corresp01ldillg to RrcordID 17721 ar(' retrieved and stored. Figure 3.3 
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biblD 17721 BIBS/hcibiblTOIS08.sgml I ! Offset=19013; length=2663 

I 

~ 
I Master Index ! 
! I 

~~ 

l, 

I 

f::=:_S1 
i Output file i 

~~ 

~ ::> 
i SGML document ! 
: I 

Figure 3.3: Retrieval Process for bibID 17721 

shows diagranllnatical representation of the retrieval process. This process is carried out 

for all the RecordIDs retrieved. A Profile of each dOCulllellt is then prepared and sent to 

the client as explained next. 

3.4.1 Profile 

If the clients ask for profilE information. the profile of each record is sent back. A profile 

contains the important information a.bout the record such as author. editor, title, crcategory. 

year. document l'derancE. dOClInlfHt format and docurnent identifier'. Parsers are used to 

extract this information from the SG~IL record and suitah]!' package it in EQRL to be sellt 

back to the client. The client is sent hack a profile for each bibid retrieved. A sample EQRL 

translated profile for the SGlVIL record in Figure 3.2 is shown in Figure 3.4. 

3.4.2 Present 

If the user is interested in the full-text of a document or wants to view the document, 

he asks the server to ])1'03£:11t the document. The bihid of the document (obtained from the 

p7'ofile) is sent by the client to the server. TIlE' server then calls the document database with 

the bibid asking for the whole document. The document database retrieves the document 

as explained above. However. an SGivlL document has to be translated to HTlvIL before it 

could be presented to the user. Hence tIle SG11LtoHTrviL translator is called to translate the 

document to HT~JL. The document database adds the HT,ML translated docunlent to the 
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DOCUMENTID: 1117721" 
RELEVANCE:760 
AUTHOR: "Hartson, H. "; 
"Siochi, Antonio "; 
"Hix, Deborah It 

TITLE: liThe UAN; A User-Oriented Representation for Direct Manipulation 
Interface Designsll 
YEAR: "1990" 
CRCATEGORY:" 11 

FORMAT:HTML 
DOCUMENTSIZE:O 
TIMESCITED:O 
DOCUMENTCITES:O 
JOURNAL:"ACM Transactions on Information Systems ll 

ABSTRACT:/l 1I 

Figure 3.4: EQRL for Profile 

EQRL for pre8enl. EQRL allows information similar to that for profile except that it adds 

information about the DocwnentFilelVamt on the client side and the most suitable t,iewer 

for the current document. The EQRL representation for the SGwIL record in Figure 3.2 is 

showII ill Figure ;3..5. 

For documents not in SGAIL. for example a vjdeo document. a Uniform Resource Locator 

(UR,L) [Lee9:3] [LC093] pointing to the document is sellt back to the client with other 

information such as Session/D. QUt ryID. Format, Application, etc. The client then launches 

t he most suitable viewer for the document \vith the help of N CSA ~10saic and presents the 

document. 

3.5 SU111luary 

This chapter explained the fUIlctiOll::; of the da.tabase ma.nager the data loading process, 

creation of inverted files. storing and retrjeving data. packaging the data for J}'(,ofile and 

presentin.g illformatjol1. 

:)'i 
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RESULT 
SESSIONID: "772954847 11 

QUERYID: "2" 
FILENAME: "772954847.2.result" 
RESULTTYPE: DOCUMENT 
STATUS: OK 
DOCUMENTFILENAME: "7729S4847.2.result.HTML" 
FORMAT: HTML 
APPLICATION: "Mosaic" 
BODY: 280 
<p> 
Birnbrauer, Herman. 
(1990) 
Acquisition of Skills for New Plant Start-Up in Singapore Along with a 
Plan to Retain Employees. 
In <I>Proceedings of the Human Factors Society 34th Annual Meeting</I>. 
pp. 824-826. 
<p> 
<P><B>Abstract: </B><P> 
<blockquote>N R</blockquote> 
<p> 

Figure 3.5: EQRL for Present 



Chapter 4 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this project. the role of the database manager in the development of the Envision 

server were emphasized. Various issues related to it \vere discussed. The accOlnplishments 

of the project are as follows: 

1. Analyzing the SG:NIL records 

The test database for Envision which consists of about 100.000 documents including 

articles and bibliographies was put together. Appendix A contains detailed statistics 

about them. A preprocessor to translate the SGAfL entitie8 to the ASCII character 

equivalent was \vritten. Two parsers \vere \vritten for extracting entities from these 

records as explained in Chapter 3 [L!vIB92] [ASF86]. 

2. Data Indexing 

Bibliographc entries and articles were indexed and inverted files for them were pre

pared. An elaborate description of the different data processing steps was given in 

Chapter 3. 

3. Data Hetrieval 

Profile and Present functions for the database manager were implemented to retrieve 

and djsplay an SGNIL record. Data retrieval functions include extracting out an 

appropriate number of bytes from the SGI"fL file in the database, parsing the record 

to extract illfoI'mation. packaging it ill EQRL and sending it back to the client [Hea94]. 

Fol1mving is a list of possible extensions to this project. that would enhance the capa

bilities of Ellyision or add new features to it. 
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Issues Relat ed to Data: 

• The current database can further be enhanced to add significantly more data formats 

such as page images, audio, video. PostScript and PDF files. Addition of a document 

in any of the above fornlats would require the corresponding SG'!\IL record for indexing 

purposes. Addition of the above data formats would require the client to have a 

corresponding document viewer OIl its systenl. 

• One of the drawbacks of the data indexing is the requirement of reindexing all the 

SG~IL docuillents in case of update or when deleting any of the indexed records. It 

is essential to be able to dynanlically load the SGIvlL records. 

• An issue related to this project is to be able to store objects in the database and link 

them. This would allow users to visualize Envision as a database of objects such as 

authors. institutes. conferences. journals. etc. besides the documents. Users then can 

retrieve interesting items by walking through the links. 

• In the future. as more doculll.euts are added to tIlt' database. it would be effective to 

have an automated mechanism for translating input documents that are not in SeIvIL 

to their SGI\IL equivalent. A language, Description Language for Textual Objects 

(DELTO). has been defined to accomplish this goal. Ivlore inforrnatioll about it can 

he obtained from [AHe941. 



Appendix A 

Envision Data Specifications 

Data being used in Envision includes publications of the AC.M and other literature ill 

the broadest sense - that can be processed for loading and use. A nUlnber of resources are 

being used, including a large quantit.y of literature of various t.ypes: 

L Bibliographies 

• a collection of bibliographies from University of Utah. University of Arizona 

• bibliographies from AC"tv1's Transactions on Software Engineering and "tvlethod-

ologYl 

• SIGGRAPH bibliographies. 

• HCI bibliographies from Ohio State University. 

• bibliographies from "( niversity of Melbourne (VA Disc 1 bibliographies), and 

• bibliographic entries including Guide to the Computing Literat1l1'C 

2. Full-Text Articles covering Communications of the A ClvJ (CAC11) and from Design 

Automation conferences and newsletters: 

3. !vI ulti- !vledia Documents 

All the bjbliographies listed above were either ill BibTex, Refer or SGA1L fonnat. 

Table A.I pro\-ides informatioll about the Envision documents that are loaded into the 

database. 

Tab}e A.2 lists the source and SGidL versions of the available bibHographies. All the 

source files are on viliro.c8.vt.edu ill directory tree /ul/envi8ion. The corresponding SGML 

files are OIl fi,..cs.vf.edu in directory tree /cllvdata2/da/alk:jpT't. 

41 
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Table A.l: Document Statistics 

Source 

I 
Original # Records Collection Average #Authors 
Format Size Record 

(Kbytes) Size( bytes) 

Bibllographies 

university of Utah BibTex, SGl'viL 11095 4029 363 18391 
Caches BibTex 62 40 64.5 121 
Ecoop Refer 26 34 1307 83 

HeI Bibliographies Refer, SGML 7182 8239 1147 14661 
SIGGRAPH Bibliographies BibTex. SGML 15588 6682 428 31771 

Network Flo\v Problems BibTex, SGJ\1L 2779 1217 4~~7 5148 
and STOe-FOeS 

ACrvi Tra.nsactions on BlbTex. SGj\1L 21 36 171~1 38 
Software Engineering and 

Methodology 

"C lliversity of Arizona BibTex, SGAlL 4797 2615 545 8697 
VA DISCI Articles SGJ\IL 1548 848 .547 4867 

VA DISCI Bibliographies SGNIL 590 253 428 980 
VA DISCI Journa.ls SGNIL 27170 10480 386 44048 

VA DISC! Periodicals SGrvIL 13185 6832 518 30833 
VA DISCI Reports SGNIL 2821 1773 628 4793 

VA DISCI Tech. Reports SGNIL 242 138 .570 243 
VA DISCI wliscellaneons SG1vIL 3427 1480 4:H 6149 

GUIDE to Computing G"CIDE 17497 1.5110 I 860 28289 
Literature ! I 

I Full Text Articles 

CACi\l I ASCII Text 64 2177 i 34051 185 i 

1\1 ulti- j\1edia Documents 

Video 1 49.5 49.5 2 
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Table A.2: Locations of Source and SGrvIL Versions of DOCUluents 

Document Source SG~IL 
j Bibliographies 

University of Utah BIBS/beebe BIBS/beebe 
Caches BIBS / caches BIBS/cache 
Ecoo}) BIBS/ecoop BIBS/ecoop 

H CI Bi bliographies BIBS /hcibib BIBS/hcibib 
SIGGRAPH Bibliographies BIBS/siggraph BIBS/siggraph 

l\etv,:ork Flo,\, Problems BIBS / stocfocs BIBS / stocfocs 
and STOC-FOCS 

ACid Transactions on BIBS/tosem BIBS/tosem 
Software Engineering and 

!vlethodology 
Cniversity of Arizona BIBS/uarizona BIBS/uarizona 

\FA DISCI Articles BIBS / vadisci / a BIBS/vadiscla 
VA DISCI Bibliographies BIBS/vadiscl/b BIB S / vadisc 1 b 

VA DISC 1 Journals BIBS /vadiscl/j BIBS / vadisc Ij 
VA DISCI Periodicals BIBS/vadiscl/p BIBSjvadisclp 

V.-\ DISCI Reports BIBS / vadisc 1 / r BIBS/vadiscIr 
VA DISCI Tech. Reports BIBS /vadisc 1/ t BIBS /vadisc1 t 
VA DISCI i\Iiscellaneous BIBSjvadiscl/x BIB S / vadisc Ix 

GUIDE to Computillg GUIDE/xaa - GlJIDE/xbs GUIDE/xaa - GUIDE/xbs 
Literature 

Full Text Articles 
CAClvl CAC.M(MAC.in CAC!vl/!vlAC.in 

Ivl ulti- I\ledia Documents 
Vide{) I VIDEO /Inisc 



Appendix B 

Data Loading Procedure 

B.l Introduction 

Ra\\' Envision data files are stored in directory 

/envdatal/dalalk/data 

The preprocessed data files are stored in directory 

/envdatal/dalalk/pre 

The indexes prepared by the data loading process for the second load are stored in directory 

/envdata2/dalalk/load2/index 

on DEC Alpha fir.c8.vt.edu. The directory structure for the data files and the indexes 

correspond to each other. The source code. the scripts and the utilities for the data loading 

procedure are on ~ eXT opacl.cc. vt.edu. These utilities will be described later in detail for 

each individual phases. All the utilities and programs discussed in this appendix are NeXT 

binaries. For load II. data loading was performed on opacl.cc.vt.edu. 

B.2 Phase I 

For each file loaded ill Envi:::.ioll. several files containing index information are prepared. 

An explanation of file extensions for index files in data loading is as follows: 

•. prE 

Preprocessed data files 

•. author 

Author files prepared h~' phase I of data loading. These files contaiu lillks from te'rmlD 

4-1 
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to bibID. They also contaiu additional information about t11(' termlD as to whether 

the term corresponds to all (JUt/Wf', editor' or artist. Table B.l describes the codes 

assigned to categories and subcategories in data loading. 

• .8ubject 

Subjects files prepared b~' phase I of data loading. These are similar to author files in 

their structure. Subject files represent links from a subject to the bibliographic entry. 

As in the a.u thor files~ subject files consist of links from the termID to A:eyw01'ds. terms 

or CRcaitgoTY na.mes ill the bibliographic entry. 

• .title 

Title files prepared by phase I of data loading. They contain a list of tuples where 

each tuple is composed of the bibID and the title of the corresponding bibliographic 

entry. All the fields in the Title category such as iitff,. subtitle. in and series are 

cOHca.tenated and stored ill the title file. 

• .body 

Body files prepared b~' phase 1 of data loading. They are similar in structure to title 

files. All the terms that are not categorized in either of the above three categories are 

considered to be a part of the body. 

• . ]){U'8f 

Parse files generated hy the Analyzer. These are used mostly for dehugging purposes. 

They contain the extract.ed data entities marked-up between SG.NIL tags in the bib

liographic entry as the~' a re parsed from the data files. but before they are actually 

loaded. The pa1'5(, files are a checkpoint to make sure that tlw data entities are loaded 

in correct format and are valid. 

• .0111 

Output files which contain address and length information a.bout all the Envision data 

files (data files lUi\'(' extensioll .Pf'(). Then:' is a one-to-one mapping hetwf'cn each data 
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Table B.l: Category and Subcategory Codes for EnvIsion Data 

Category Categor~' Code Subcategory Subcategory Code 
Title I 100 Series e 

In i 
Subtitle s 

Title t 

Author 200 Author a 
Editor e 

I Artist r 

Subject 300 CRCategory c 
I\:e!'words k 

Terms t 

Body 400 Address a 
ISBN b 

Copyright c 
Date d 

Edition e 
Language g 

ISSK h 
In Chapter i 

Code Number j 
Library of Congress k 

Length 1 I 

~vledium III 

Number n 

Note 0 

Page Kumbers p 
Frequency f 

Price r 
Section ~ umber s 

Rating t 
Volume v 

Abstract z 

4G 
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file and the corresponding address file. As described in Chapter 3. these files contain 

a list of tuples where each tuple consists of the bib/D. the starting byte offset of the 

bibliographic entry and the length of the bibliograplJic entry. 

The data loading process uses the root and uncategorized string databases. The locations 

of these databases are as follows: 

Root Databa.se: /big/marian/databases/root/root; Ullcategorized String Database: 

/Virginia/marian/data/string/unCatStr.fixed 

The scripts and executables for data loading are in directory 

/users/dalalk/envision/parser 

on opacl.cc. vt.edu. A description of contents of this directory is as follows: 

• preprocessor 

Subdirectory that contains the preprocessor tha.t replaces SG~IL entities by equiv

alent ASCII characters. The executable is preprocess and the source code is in file 

prepT'ocess.l. 

• bi bliparser 

Su bdireetor~' that contains scripts. source code and executable for loading bibliogra.

phies. The ser1 pt pha8£' i. bibli calls the execu table analyzer. bibli to analyze and load 

bibliographies. The source code for the Analyzer is in the file parser_bib.l 

• articleparser 

Subdirectory that contains scripts. source code and executable for loading articles. 

The script p/wsel.artidt calls the executable analy:::er.articlE to analyze and load 

articles. The source code for the Analyzer is in thp file parser'_art.l 

• loaddat.abas(' 

This su bdirectory contains t he loading script load. This script creates a director;v' 

51 ruct ure for target direct ory when:' illdexes for data files ill source su bdirectories 

would Iw stored. It thell calls eitller p1W8£ 1. bibli or p/W.'it i.article as appropriate. 
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B.2.1 The Analyzer 

III the follo\ving discussion. for thE' sake of generality, phase 1. * are used to refer to either 

phasel. bibli or phase i.article. Analyzer. * is used similarly. 

The phase 1. * script executes the analyzer. * which starts tIlE' da fa loading process. As 

explained above~ for each file that is loaded .author, . title, . subject . . body~ . out and .parse 

files are prepared. These files are stored in the corresponding subdirectory under the target 

directory tree. Also, the phase i. * script prints a line to stdout for each file as it is loaded to 

give feedback to the user. Since there are several directoriE's. each of \\"hic11 contains several 

other su bdirectories. it is a good idea to break up phase I for each subdirectory to establish a 

checkpoint. At that point, several tests can be performed to make sure about the integrity 

and validity of data loading. For example, in the directory /envdata2/dalalk/pre 011 

fir.cs.vt.edu there are four subdirectories BIBS, GUIDE. CACA! and l"IDEO. Starting with 

BIBS which contains about 7.5000 bibliographic records. it is a worthwhile effort to make 

sure that they aJI are loaded correctly before proceeding further. 

Analyzer. * creates author and subject databases during its execution. It also keeps 

track of the number of records loaded at each point in its execution. Hence, it is inlportant 

that analyzer. * is rUll from the same directory all the tinle. 'Moving the Analyzer across 

directories can result in loss of important data. 

At the end of phase I of loading YOll should have the following: 

1. Database files db_Author.pag and db_Subject.pag created in the sanle director~' as the 

Ana.1~·zer. 

2. Index files *. author, *. title. *.subject and *.body created in the target directory tree 

with correspolldng path for each file hl the source directory. 

:3. Address alal length file *.oul created ill the target directory with the corresponding 

path for each file iu the source directory . 

. J. Heco1'd fitt' ncord created ill tile saHle directory as the Analyzer. 
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The databases created in phase I can be listed by using utility db_dbmp.old in director~' 

/Virginia/envision/bin 

on opacl.cc.rt.edll as follows: 

db_dump.old <pag file name (~ithout extension» > <database name> 

e.g.; db_dump.old db_Author> Author.load2 

where <pag file name> is either db_Author.pag or db_Subjfxt.pag. These files dump a list 

of tuples where each tuple is composed of hvo entities; a term ID and the actual term where 

term is either an author name or the subject. These databases can always be used to verif~' 

the validity of the data in the load. The loaded data is verified by confirming the term ID 

for the author or the subject in these databases with those in the LINK files. 

B.3 Phase II 

In phase II~ .dot and .sort files are created. These files are stored in the directory 

/envdata2/dalalk/load2/occursin 

on .fir.c8.t:I.Eliu. The .dat fdes are created as a result of execution of OCCllT'lLiTl. The .sort 

files are the sorted occun:,jll and are prepared by SORT.4 as explained below. 

The utility OCCuJ'i:Lin for phase II is ill directory 

/Virginia/envision/bin 

011 opacl.cc. vt..cdu and is used as follows: 

occurs_in -c < <input database name> > <output occursin file> 

'where -(' stands for ltOrIlla] text. 

Occnr::;jl1 files are prepared for all fonf categories: author, title. body and string. 

The input fllt's for occufsjn for author aud subject category ar(' the databases created 

in phas(' I hy using dbdump.o/d. For title and body categories. input files are prepared by 

concatenating all the .titlc and .body files creat('d in phase I. These files do not necessarily 

han' to lw COllcatena1ed ill the order ill which they were created. 
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The sorted occnfsJn files are prepared by using utility SORT.r This is a filter and is 

used as follows: 

SDRT.4 < <input occurs_in file> > <sorted occurs_in file> 

At the end of phase II, you should have occursjn and sorted occursJn files for all the 

four categories. It is a good idea to start a script while doing this phase so as to keep a 

log of activities occurred during the execution of occursjn. The scripts created during the 

loading of phase II are also stored in directory 

/envdata2/dalalk/load2/occursin. 

B.4 Phase III 

Phase III creates inverted files which are prepared by using utility invert. 

All explanation of files created by this phase is as follows: 

• .1Hr 

These are the inverted files containing links from the fermID to the bibID or to a .piist 

or .jJ8e/ file. 

• .piis! 

These are posting list files. If the number of occurrences of a termID is FE\V in the 

database then the inverted file rontains a pointer to posting list file where the bibID8 

for each termID in the posting list are stored. 

• .p .. .;(t 

These a.re posting set files which store information for a termID whose number of 

occurreuces in tIl(> database are .MAKY. Similar to the posting list files. these files 

contain a. set of ternzIDs and their corresponding bibIDs. 

As ill the previous phase~ all of the above files for load II are stored in directory 

/envdata2/dalalk/load2/occursin 

011 /i1'.(,8.('I.((11l <llld are created as follows: 
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invert -f <sorted occursin file> -d <occursin file> -0 <output invert file> 

As in the previous phase. this utility should be executed for all of the four categories of 

data. 

At the end of phase III, you should have inverted, posting list and posting set files for 

all the categories of data. 

B.5 Phase IV 

Finally. the inverted files are loaded with the GNr Database ~Ianager (GDB~1). GDBrvl 

output files have two different extensiolls. Files with the .gdbm extension are the GDBi\I 

files. Files with an . info extension are the information files containing the total number of 

docunlents loaded and the bytes used. These files for load II are also stored in directory 

/envdata2/dalalk/load2/occursin 

on fir. CoS. vt.tdl!. These files are created \vHh the help of utllHies iniLzdil and lillA.'_util as 

follows: 

inv_util -c <database name> 

where <database name> is the Hallle of the .inv file. This would create a GDB1vl database 

for the inverted files. As in the previous phases, the .gdbm files corresponding to inverted file 

databases are created for alJ of the four categories of data. The GDB11 databases created 

for load2 are stored ill directory 

/ eIn'datal / dalalk/ databases/xjH\' 

on fir.es.vt.alll. The databases thus created are then input to GDBwl by utility gdnLutil. 

To execute gdnLutil type 

at the cOlllmand prompt. C pon elltering the gdnL util, there a.re several options. Choose 

th() option to a.dd a database. It \vill ask for several things such a.s machine na.me a.nd path 

name. Enter appropriate iuformation. \Vhen ~-ou are finishpd with it. exit the utility_ 
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For author and subject databases. link databases which store the links from the tfl'mlD 

to bibID are also created. These are created using linl'_util as: 

link_util -1 <database name> 

where database name is the author database or subject database obtained from phase I 

by using dbdurnp.old utility. This would create link databases in GDB1J format. As for 

inversion database. link databases also should be made known to GDB11 as described above. 

This finishes our description of the data loading process for Envision. Now .. MEBE can 

use these databases to perform search and to retrieve bibIDs. 

B.6 Retrieval code 

The source code and exeeu tables for data retrieval are in directory 

lusr/homel envision/server-source/doc_db on jingluo.cs. vt.edu. A description of the 

source code files is as follows: 

• propn:.:. c It iInplements the profile and prtsent calls. Depending on the user requests, 

all appropriate function is executed. 

• rfcord.r' This function implements functions to retrieve an SGNIL record froITl the 

databasf:' given the bibID. 

• }J(/r~Lrcc.l Lex file to parse the record to prepare the profile of a document. 

• oneresult.c After parsing the record, profile informa.tion in EQRL is prepa.red by the 

functions in this file. 

A nUl..'::tef'.out file is also prepared and stored in the directory \vhere env_internLserver 

resides. Thi:-; file is tll(-' master iudex from which tbe document database obtains infonnatioll 

about the pathnallH:' of the SGidL file for a document. An example master.out file is shown 

ill Table :t(j, It stores last hi bID for each SG ?\1L file wit h the SG 11L file name. It. is 

important that the 17W8tf'T'.Out file be strictly ill the order ill \vhich dat.a was loaded . 
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During the retrjeval process. the document database creates two temporary files: pro

jilf.Olll and ]Jl'e8tni.ollt. These files are created by ncord.c and they store the document 

most currentl,v retrieved by the document data.base. Pa,. .... tr_1'fc.1 uses these files to pa.rse 

the document retrieved and prepare an EQRL equivalent of those. 
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